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Every viable business depends upon a reliable and affordable electricity

supply. In Australia, thanks to its suicidal renewable energy policies, that

essential combination is now a relic of history. The chaos and staggering

cost of intermittent wind and solar power has sent power prices through

the roof and left its grid on the brink of collapse.
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The authorities and agencies charged by the Federal Government with

responsibility of delivering power as and when households and

businesses need it, are selling so-called ‘demand management’ as a

‘solution’ to the crisis. By demand management they mean Soviet-era

rationing.

As the Chinese proverb goes, for every crisis there’s an opportunity. And

Australia’s renewable energy disaster has generated an opportunity for

the energy rich State of Pennsylvania.

US state of Pennsylvania spruiks power to entice Aussie firmsUS state of Pennsylvania spruiks power to entice Aussie firms

The Australian

Sid Maher

29 December 2017

The state of Pennsylvania has sought to poach Australian companies with

a promise of “abundant” energy, sparking renewed warnings from

Australian business leaders that the nation risks losing jobs to offshore

rivals unless it tackles its energy problems.

A high-powered delegation from the Pennsylvanian government, headed

by Dennis Davin, the state’s Secretary for Community and Economic

Development, visited Australia seeking out large and medium Australian

businesses and plugging his state’s energy advantages.

The week-long trip early this month, with stops in Sydney, Melbourne and

Perth, included an address to the Australian Institute of Energy’s Sydney

branch where Mr Davin spruiked energy as the “foundation’’ of

Pennsylvania’s economy.

The trip came before US President Donald Trump announced a corporate

tax package that is also expected to boost US competitiveness.

The tour came at the end of a year in which the Turnbull government was

forced to intervene in the Australian gas market to ensure there were

sufficient supplies for local users who face spiralling prices. Large

Australian electricity users are also facing tight supply conditions after

the closure of the Hazelwood power station earlier this year.

South Australia and Victoria have deployed diesel generators to provide

strategic reserves in the event of blackouts and the SA government has

commissioned a giant battery to act as a backup. The federal government

has proposed a national energy guarantee to provide reliability as well as

meeting the nation’s emissions commitments.

The Pennsylvanian delegation has fanned fears that Australian firms are

considered “ripe for targeting” by offshore rivals with offers of low-cost,

reliable power.

Interim chief executive of the Minerals Council of Australia David Byers

seized on the visit.

“It’s little wonder that overseas countries are trying to entice Australian

manufacturers to relocate by promising low-cost, reliable energy,” he

said. “Over the past decade Australia has moved from having some of the

lowest to some of the highest energy prices in the developed world, and,

as Goldman Sachs recently noted, wholesale electricity prices are

expected to increase by another 20-30 per cent in the medium term.
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“This is hurting the international competitiveness of Australian

businesses.”

He said Australia had already dropped from 10th to 21st on the Global

Competitiveness Index. “Unless serious efforts are made to reduce

Australia’s energy costs, we should expect more global attempts to

persuade our businesses to relocate, which will be bad news for

economic growth and jobs,” Mr Byers said.

Australian Industry Group chief executive Innes Willox said the trip by

Pennsylvanian officials reflected the new realities of the global economy.

“It highlights just how important it is that we have world-leading policy

and regulation in areas such as energy so that we can be competitive, -
encourage domestic investment and continue to provide attractive jobs

and nurture manufacturing expertise,’’ he said.

“The clear message to Australian policymakers is that unless affordability

and reliability of energy can be improved, we risk losing manufacturing

capacity to our international competitors.”

Promotional material for the delegation says Pennsylvania has the largest

unconventional (coal-seam gas) and the second-largest overall gas field in

the world which is “generating heat, power, downstream manufacturing

and electricity”.

Pennsylvania also boasted of having access to nearly 570,000 skilled

manufacturing employees in a location only a day away from 40 per cent

of the US population and serviced by six international airports, four

major railroads, eight foreign trade zones and three ports. Several

Australian companies already have a presence in Pennsylvania, including

Amcor, WorleyParsons, Chep and CSL Behring.

In his address to the AIE, Mr Davin played up Pennsylvania’s position as

the largest net energy exporter in the US. It is also second in natural gas

production and nuclear power generation, third in energy production and

fourth in the production of coal.

Promotional material for the AIE appearance said Mr Davin, and deputy

secretaries Joe Burke and Sheri Collins were available for confidential

meetings with local organisations “seeking to investigate opportunities

for collaboration in Pennsylvania”.

While energy supply appears strong in Pennsylvania, prices appear to be

at the high end of current Australian charges.

The average price of electricity per megawatt ranged from $76 to $123 in

2016-17 in Australia while the average commercial electricity rate in

Pennsylvania was advertised at about $121.90 a megawatt ($US94.40).
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The fact that Sid Maher has ended up as a pen-pusher for The Australian,

rather than a captain of industry is laid out in his last two paragraphs.

Anyone charged with managing a corporation’s fortunes is keenly aware

of the difference between ‘price’ and ‘value’. His numbers are bogus, by

the way. The graphic at the top of this post was produced by The

Australian, so it’s surprising that Sid hasn’t picked the difference between

$0.47 per KWh (the price paid for power in wind powered South

Australia, equating to $470 per MWh) and $0.15 per KWh (the average

price paid for power in the USA, equating to $150 per MWh). And we’re

not sure where he got his figures, but he is way off the mark. This from

the US Energy Information Administration:

Commercial users in Pennsylvania are paying 8.85 cents per KWh,

equating to US$88.50 per MWh. Industrial users are paying 6.67 cents

per KWh, equating to US$66.70. Depending on the State they’re in,

Australian commercial users are paying upwards of A$0.35 per KWh, or

A$350 per MWh hour. Nothing like the figures cited by Sid Maher.

Sid also overlooks the prices energy hungry users are forced to pay in

South Australia whenever wind power output drops on a total and totally

unpredictable basis.

Miner, BHP Billiton is South Australia’s largest employer, but the way it’s

treated by SA’s Labor government you’d think it was public enemy

number one. Back on 7 July 2016, a total collapse in SA’s wind power

output left BHP with a staggering power bill.

Identifying the culprit was pretty simple, thanks to Aneroid Energy. The

wind stopped blowing and wind power output collapsed – for a brief

moment SA’s 18 wind farms were producing around 240MW (or around

15% of their 1,580MW capacity), plummeting to nothing by lunchtime,

with barely a trickle being added to the grid thereafter:
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As wind power output plummeted, the spot price rocketed from around

$70 per MWh all the way to the regulated market price cap of $14,000

per MWh. That total (and typical) collapse in wind power output cost BHP

an extra $2.3 million in daily power costs; causing it’s normal daily power

bill to rocket from $250,000 to $2,570,000 (see our post here). The

chances of that kind of power market fiasco happening in Pennsylvania

are nil.

In any event, businesses don’t automatically plump for the cheapest

supplier of the inputs they need to deliver the goods and services on

which they hope to make a profit. Any hint that those inputs can’t be

delivered as and when the business in question needs them, and that

supplier would be dumped in a heartbeat.

Sid Maher has never really understood the energy market, and he clearly

misunderstands the market for business inputs. [Note to Sid: don’t give

up your day job]

The energy hungry businesses being targeted by the State of

Pennsylvania couldn’t care less if the average cost of electricity is equal

to, or greater than, what they’re currently paying in Australia.

The key factors tempting Australian businesses to shut up shop and head

to the US include the fact that in Pennsylvania, those costs aren’t

predicted to double in the next two to three years.

In October last year Australian steelmaker, BlueScope warned its

shareholders that its electricity costs would increase 93% between

FY2016 and FY2018: The Great Divide: Economy on the Brink – Australia’s

Biggest Steel Manufacturer Set to Suffer 93% Increase in Power Costs

And, worse still, thanks to its obsession with sunshine and breezes, there

are now dozens of occasions when Australia’s energy hungry businesses

are unable to procure power at all.

In a little over 15 years Australia has gone from having the cheapest and

most reliable power supplies in the world, to the most expensive and

faces mass load shedding (ie demand management) to keep the entire

grid from collapsing.
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Back on the afternoon of 10 February 2017, Tomago Aluminium was

chopped from the grid to keep the lights and air conditioners on in NSW.

Here’s what happened to wind power output across the entire Eastern

Grid, that day:

The SMH reported that: “The market operator said in a separate

statement that it had advised generators of “potential electricity supply

shortfalls” in NSW and ACT during the afternoon peak from about

3.30pm until 5.30pm.”

Hmmm… No prizes for picking the cause of the “potential electricity

supply shortfalls” on the afternoon of 10 February 2017.

Before wind power entered the equation, no one talked about blackouts

and load shedding the way they do now. They weren’t inevitable and

business leaders weren’t resigned to the fact that their operations will be

forced to shut down when temperatures rise and the wind drops – they

are now: Australia’s Renewables Debacle Killing Business, Jobs & Whole

Energy Hungry Industries

By comparison with the insanity that’s gripped Australia, Pennsylvania is

still very much in love with its abundant coal and gas reserves. And its

nuclear generation fleet provides close to 40% of its total power needs,

and yet its consumers enjoy prices that are a tiny fraction paid in nuclear

free Australia. So much for the myth about expensive nuclear power.

Critically for Australian businesses tempted to move, Pennsylvania

appears to have no particular interest in following Australia’s efforts to

throw tens of billions of dollars in subsidies to the sun and the wind.

In 2016, renewable energy accounted for a trifling 4% of Pennsylvania’s

net electricity generation. Here’s a few points on what powers

Pennsylvania from the US Energy Information Administration:

Gross natural gas production, primarily from the Marcellus Shale,

exceeded 5 trillion cubic feet in 2016, and Pennsylvania was the

nation’s second-largest natural gas producer for the fourth

consecutive year.

Pennsylvania was the third-largest coal-producing state in the nation

in 2016 and the only state producing anthracite, which has a higher
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heat value than other kinds of coal.

In 2016, Pennsylvania ranked second in the nation in electricity

generation from nuclear power, which supplied 39% of the state’s

net electricity generation, more than from any other source.

As of 2015, 51% of Pennsylvania households used natural gas as

their primary home heating fuel, 22% used electricity, and 18% used

fuel oil. Other heating fuels used in the state included propane,

wood, and coal.

With commercial and industrial power users paying between 7 and 9

cents US per KWh in Pennsylvania, compared with prices north of 35

cents Australian per KWh, the choice for Australian businesses and whole

industries is pretty clear. Made even more so by the fact that

Pennsylvania doesn’t chop the power to those businesses when the wind

stops blowing and call it ‘demand management’.

Pennsylvania, here we come!

Malcolm, Josh, that giant sucking sound is the
sound of Australian jobs heading to Pennsylvania.
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